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My name is Ming Zhen Ho, Senior Associate Product Manager at Equinix. and today I’ll be
sharing with you the three types of user roles on ECP and their restrictions. The three different
type of user roles in ECP are the Master Administrator, the IBX Administrator, and a normal
user. I’m currently logged in as a master admin user. A master admin will have control on the
user administration items over users in the entire organization. As a master admin you will have
access to the ‘Administration’ tab where you can do a few actions relating to user management
whereby you can create new users, manage the user's permissions, and their access into ECP.
You can also perform activities such as account and security management where you can
control things like multi-opting in for multi-factor authentication and setting your billing
notification contacts. And if you are a reseller and if you are belonging to a reseller organization
you would also then see one more tab here which is the ‘Reseller Customer Management.’ But
today we will be focusing on User Management.
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The User Management page displays all the users in your organizations and the key features of a
master admin is creating new users or managing the users. It doesn't matter whether a user is a
master admin, an IBX admin, or a normal user--you will be able to view their profiles, manage their
permissions, copy permissions to and from for another user. You can also assist the user to create
their password if this is a new user. You can also deactivate and activate and terminate a user.
Master admin will be able to do all of these activities for users in their organizations on their
behalf.

Let's look at the key differences between a Master Admin and an IBX Admin. I have logged in as an IBX
admin this time. IBX admins also have access to the 'Administration' tab, but they will only be able to see
the 'User Management' option. They will not be able to control anything related to account and security
management and they will not be able to control anything regardless with regards to resellers.
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The key difference is a master administrator can assign permission to any user in their organization
even if the master admin does not have the same permission to the same IBX themselves. The IBX
admin cannot. This is a master admin and you will notice that for an IBX admin you can only view
the profile of another master admin. You cannot perform permission changes, you cannot perform
any account changes to a master admin’s profile. IBX admin can only perform changes to another
user's profile and not IBX admin or master admin.
Please note that if an IBX admin doesn't have the permission for an IBX then they cannot assign the
permission for that same IBX to other users as well.

Now I’m logged in as a regular user. The key difference is a regular user will not see the
'Administration' tab. The only way a normal user can check their own permissions is by clicking on
their name in the upper right and selecting ‘My Profile.’ the user can only view their own
permissions and won't be able to make any edits on the page.
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A user can also view their own profile. However please note that, with regards to the first
name and last name, if a user has IBX access permission granted, they will not be able to edit
their first name and last name at-will.
This is because we want the master administrator to be aware of this change--the first name
and last name--as it will impact the IBX security access form and the access into the IBX itself.
If you do need to change the first name and last name and find that you are unable to do so,
this is because the user has IBX access granted. So the master admin will have to make the
changes on their behalf.

Otherwise, a user will be able to still edit their own user profile. This will be the same for all
users, regardless of whether they are a master admin, an IBX admin or a normal user. Okay so
this is the difference between the three key roles in ECP--a master admin, IBX admin, and a
normal user.

That concludes this demo. Thanks for watching.
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